
The largest collection of important 17th, 18th and 19th century French, Italian and Continental
Antique furniture and accessories in the United States. Luxuriously showcased in a truly authentic

European ambiance of a custom designed two-story 20,000 square foot gallery.
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A sensational and most impressive Italian 19th century Renaissance st.
Giltwood, Silver leaf and patinated wood console and mirror. The console is
raised on a scalloped shaped base with a foliate gilt band below two open
winged dragon like figures wearing silver and gilt armor. The dragons are

standing above dolphins which have their tails wrapped around the
stretcher, which is decorated at the center by a richly carved floral

bouquet. The dolphins are laying on a gilt scrolled platform with a patinated
brown and mirrored background, and are flanked by two square back

supports with gilt foliate designs. The apron above displays a central gilt
crest with a whimsical mask and bottom acanthus leaves while flanked on
each side by foliate scrolls and gilt rosettes. The top has a wonderful fitted

Sienna marble with a carved gilt edge. The grand mirror above has two
outer scrolls with large acanthus leaves all below winged dragons. The
original mirror plate is fitted within a mottled edge and a Coeur de Rai

designed band. The border of the frame has a patinated brown background
which is decorated by additional gilt foliate scrolls that lead to the elaborate

pierced top crown. The top crown has two winged cherubs at the center
holding a garland of flowers while flanking a bouquet of flowers. On each

side are two exquisitely detailed love birds above hanging gilt flowers.
Exceptional quality and all original gilding throughout.

Console Dimensions: H: 35.5" L: 63.25" D: 18"
Mirror Dimensions: H: 96" L: 62.75" D: 9"

Item #13288-13289     H: 131 in L: 63 in D: 18 in       List Price: $86,500.00






